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0. INTRODUCTION 
For integers m> 2, let p(m) be the largest prime divisor of m, and let 
A, be defined implicitly by p(m)C =m. It is convenient to take Ai = 1. 
Recently J. VAN DE LUNE ([2]) proposed the following problem. 
Let f(z) be a function on [l, 00). Under what conditions on f(z) does 
exist? It was shown in [2] that for bounded and continuous functions f, 
this limit exists and equals 
co 
where e(z) is Dickman’s function defined below. In this note we extend 
this result to a class of continuous functions f which includes all poly- 
nomials. In particular we have 
where y is Euler’s constant. 
1. SOME AUXILIARY LEMMAS 
LEMMA 1. Dickman’s function e(x) is the continuous function defined by 
the difference-di~erential equation 
e’(x)= -$(x-l) (l<x) 
with 
e(x) = 1 (O<x< 1) 
e(x) has the following properties: 
(a) O<&) Q {r(a+ I)}-’ (a>01 
(b) ,c(oc) is non-increasing. 
(4 S? et4 0% = ey where y is Euler’s constant. 
(d) B’or all positive integers M, k, c@e(“)(a)=O~,t(c+-M) (a+w) 
where e(k) is the ii+ derivative of e. 
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A proof of lemma l(a) and (b) can be found in [3, p. 27-281. For (c), 
see [2]. To prove (d), we first show by induction that rational functions 
Rk,j(Lx); k=l, 2, . . . . l<j<k 
exist, such that 
k 
(1.1) Dlkp)(OI)= 2 &,j(OL)@(or-j) (a>Fc), 
i-l 
while R&X) has no poles for ol>E. 
By the definition of Q, clearly Rl,l(cc) = - 1. Suppose we have shown 
(1.1) for Ken. From 
an+1 p+l)(&) = &t _14_ dor {fPe(f$x)} -nane(n)(a) 
we obtain 
an+1 e(“+l)(N) = 0~ 2 jIl [(&-%l(a)) eta-j)- ‘* -e(dl-j- l)] - 
- $ n-&d4 da-h 
Hence, 
,n+le(m+U(,) = {& ‘n,l(~)-n Rn,lb)}e(a--l)+ 
- A&,n(a).e(a--n- 1). 
On defining Rn+&) in an obvious way, this completes the proof of (1.1). 
It is also clear that the Rn+l,,‘s do not have poles for 01 >n+ 1. Noting 
that {&x + l)}-1 = O&x-M) f or all positive M, and using lemma l(a) in 
the RHS of (l.l), the proof is finished. 
We define for y>2 and ol>l, 
Y(n, y):= card {mE%l2<m<n;p(m)~y}, 
G(n,a):= card{mEZ12<m<n;~(m)~m1’“). 
The following two lemmas will give useful estimations for !P(n, n?‘“) and 
Gh a). 
LEMMA 2. 
(a) For 1 <n< (log n)’ we have uniformly in OL 
Y(n, dl”)=n.e(oL)+O 12 
( > log n 
(b) Let a,, v=O, 1, . . . be the coefficients in the power series expankon 
s~(l+s)-l~[(l+s)= 2 a,#, 181< 1. 
0-O 
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Here 5 is the Riemunn c-function. Let m be a positive integer, an& 
suppose m <a< (log n)‘. Then 
m-1 
Y(n, d/")=n 2 ~a"e(u)(a)(log n)-u+O, -E?E 
0-O ( > log n)m 
where e(u) is the vm derivative of e. 
Both results can be found iu [3, pp. 12-141. Lemma 2(a) is weakened 
version of a theorem of RAMASWAMI ([4]). Lemma 2(b) was announced 
by RAMASWAMI ([4], p. log), but he did not publish a proof. It is an 
immediate consequence of a theorem of DE BRUIJN ([l]). 
LEMMA 3. For 
l<or<(logn)+. I- ( log log n log n > 
we have uniformly in cd 
C(n,a)=n.e(a)+O yg’;g n) . 
PROOF. Let 2<nl<n, then 
Y(n, nP) - Y(nl, nP) 
= card {m E Z/n1 <m <n; p(m) < nP) 
< card (mEZlnl<~~<n;p(m)<ml’“}< 
< card {m E Z[2<m<n; ~(rn)<wP}=G(n,cx). 
It is obvious that 
(1.3) G(n, a) G Y(n, nlla). 
Suppose that 
1 <or < (log n)* l- 
log log n 
> logn ’ 
We take nl = n . (log n)-1, 
p=a (l- l”;o;;n)-l, 
hence 
(1.4 nllla = nllS and /? < (log n)‘. 
According to lemma 2(a), there is an absolute constant K, such that for 
1 <or < (log n)* 
(1.6) IY(n, nl’“)-n.e(ac)l<K. en* 
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Hence, using the trivial estimate !@I, nrl’*) <nl =n. (log n)-1 in (1.2), 
we have 
(1.6) G(n, LX) 2 Y(n, nils) - Wnl, nl’l*) > n.&!?) - 
(K+ l)n 
log n . 
On the other hand, (1.3) and (1.5) immediately give 
Finally, we estimate &)--e(B). From the definition of Q, lemma l(a) 
and (b) we have 
O<@(a)-&?)= JPt-$3(t-1)dt< --+x-l)< 8-a 
a 
A combination of (1.6) and (1.7) now proves the lemma. 
2. MAIN RESULT 
THEOREM. Let f(x) be a continuous and monotonic function of x on [l, CO), 
such that a positive integer N exbts with 
Then 
f (2) = b(xN) (x --f ccl). 
PROOF. G(n, a) is already defined for LX > 1. For O<OL < 1 we define 
G(n, LY): = [n]. Fix n>2. G(n, a) is a left-continuous stepfunction of 01, 
with a finite number of jumps, say at 1’011 car2 < . . . <a,. Clearly G(n, CL) = 0 
for 01>01,. Define the characteristic functions &, m) for or> 0, m> 2 by 
P-1) 
1 
X(OL, m) = 1 if p(m) gm’l” 
~(a, m)=O if p(m) >rnlja 
Furthermore, X(LX, 1) = 1 if O<ol< 1, X(LX, 1) = 0 elsewhere. Take ore= 0, 
f(0) = 0. Then we have : 
’ il f&J = $l ,$ lfbk) -fG-vdl x(&k, m) 
=,t (f&d -f&d) Wn, ad 
= T G(n,cx)df(a)+f(l)-G(n, 1). 
1 
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Here the integral and all following integrals are Riemann-Stieltjes integrals. 
log n 
It is easy to see that ol,< - log 2 
< 2 log n. Therefore, instead of (2.2) we 
might write as well 
(2.3) jll f(n,)=“~~G(n,a)df(a)+f(l).~(~, 1). 
Suppose that f(x)=O&+), (x --f oo), for some N>2. We split the above 
integral into two parts: 
21wn e 21oen 
(2.4) i =j-+ s * 
x 
Here z = (log n)ll(N+l) . 
For the first integral we have, aocording to lemma 3 and the mono- 
tonicity of f : 
jG(n,a)df(a)=n~(e(m)+O~o~~n)]dt(a) 
1 1 
=nS’e(oc)df(a)+O n-log log n z 
1 ( log n s Idfb)l 
n SL @b) df b) + ON (~$),,)$+~j . 
1 
By the definition of e, f(l).G(n, l)=n.f(l)~(l)+O(l). Furthermore, using 
lemma l(a) we have 
f(z) -e(z) =oN((log n)N’(N+l)’ {r((log n)l’(N+l))}-l) 
= oN((log n)-l). 
We have also, using the same estimate, 
r f(a) deb)=ON(- r aN de(a)) e 
=oN((bg n)-l). 
Hence, by partial integration, we have 
(2.6) 
+e(a)dfb)= -f(l)+G(n, l)-njf(a)de(n)fON(~~) 
1 
= -f(l)*G(% 1)-n ~f(a)de(a)+ON 
1 
Combining (2.5) and (2.6) we get 
(2.7) SeG(n,a)df(a)=-f(l).Cf(n, 1)-n rf(a)d&)+O~ c~'~~)~~~+~j . 
1 1 > 
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It remains to show that the second integral in the RHS of (2.4) is small. 
As !P(n, n”“) for fixed n is a non-increasing function of o1, we have for oc > z : 
G(n, e) < Y(n, nlla) G Y(n, nl’z). 
Suppose that LX >z > N+ 2 (i.e. n > exp {(N+ 2)N+l}). Using lemma 2(b) 
we have 
N+l 
(2.8) Gh 4 =cn 2 4~"e(uW) (log n)P + ON (log n)N~l-l,(N+l) . 
u-o 
According to lemma I(d), substituting M = (N + I)(N + I- V) 
z”e(u)(z) = OM(~-~) = ON((log n)-N-l+v). 
Hence we can conclude from (2.8) 
G(n’ a) = ON ( (log n)NTl-ll(N+l) > 
for LY 2 (log n)l’N+l. Therefore we have the following estimate : 
(2.9) I 
2 7 n G(n9 a) 4(&l = ON ((log n)&-l/(N+l) - 2 ‘T ’ Idf(a)l) 
= oN(n’ (log n)-N’N+l). 
On combining (2.3), (2.4), (2.7) and (2.9), the proof is completed. 
COROLLARY 1. The theorem is also valid for functions, which are the 
difference of two monotonic functions, both of order ON(XN) for some N. 
In particular, it holds for all polynomials. 
COROLLARY 2. 
lim 1 i 1,=eY. 
n.+~ n m-l 
This result can be arrived at by taking f(a)=&. The integral then equals, 
by partial integration, 
- lT 44~) = - or arc+(a) = oT e(a) h =ey 
according to lemma l(c). 
Hoge Mwsweg 111, 
Leiden 
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